Abstract-The enormous growth of smartphones was impelled by the idea to make a mobile phone offer more than just cellular telephony. One of the prime factors that initiated the age of smartphones (e.g. iOS, Android, RIM, etc.) was inarguably the capability of wireless sharing of images, music etc. among the users; which was possible due to Bluetooth Technology (IEEE 802.15).
I. INTRODUCTION
Though Bluetooth technology has got wide acceptance and popularity as a wireless link for file transfers and entertainment of users, it was envisioned by the SIG to achieve bigger causes including remote control of devices, Dial up networking (DUN), audio streaming (found in a Bluetooth headset and hands-free) and many other services provided by different profiles of IEEE 802. 15 . While use of Bluetooth is found everywhere, from a feature phone to home entertainment systems, domestic electrical appliances, car locking system, and home security solutions; we observe that Bluetooth Serial Port Profile (btspp) is the fittest among all its available profiles to achieve a cross device connectivity. This very profile of Bluetooth allows different applications running on smartphones to connect to a proprietary Bluetooth stack and execute remote control operations. As with every other remote control device, the need of security becomes indispensable with Bluetooth serial Port profile, as well. The security mainly focuses on the identity of the controller Bluetooth stack which gets access to a Bluetooth device. In brief, authentication and authorization become the most priority factors in certain situations. To understand it better, let us assume that a home theater system has a Bluetooth link which allows Handheld Gadgets Copyright © 2015 MECS I.J. Information Engineering and Electronic Business, 2015, 4, 58-75 smart phones to stream audio to it over Audio-Sharing profile. Such a home theater system (e.g. HT-DZ350 by Sony Electronics) can be connected to any smartphone and play the streamed music. Each time a device disconnects, the Bluetooth stack resets itself and identity of the Bluetooth stack on the smartphone is lost. Since Bluetooth radio waves can penetrate walls and windows, it may be possible that a neighbor of mine connected her smartphone to the Home theater system and played an unwanted music. Similar situation arises when an Electrical device which can be turned off or on using a smartphone application, is accidentally turned off or on by my niece who was playing with my Tablet where the same controller application was installed. The proposed model addresses the difference of degree of security needed by a variety of devices equipped with different hardware specification. This promises to fit in a very low-end MCU where complex cryptographic algorithms cannot gracefully execute and make the system too sluggish to use. The thesis also presents a modified metaphor of the architecture to fit for a costly hardware, where need of security is highly prioritized and the system is capable of executing complex algorithms of Asymmetric cryptographic approach. Besides proposing the model, the thesis presents a comprehensive analysis of system responsiveness using both symmetric and asymmetric Cryptography and shows how this model serves existing solutions in an efficient and extensible approach
II. PROPOSED BLUETOOTH SECURITY MODEL
The proposed model aims to serve for 3 broader categories of devices and systems, which are: a) Small MCU driven devices having low computational resources and requiring normal domestic security of commonplace users; i.e. people whose activities are not being monitored and who are innocent politically, professionally and personally. b) Small MCU driven systems having little to moderate computational resources and to be used by innocent people, whose activities are not being monitored or who are not vulnerable to professional, political or other intentional attacks. But these devices are used to perform some everyday task, which cannot be allowed to malfunction for safety reason. c) High end computing systems which are costly and hence used in sectors where probability of an attack for device malfunction or delayed-function is very high.
Prior Art and Case Studies
The first category of devices can be exemplified as a low cost power supply controller for less important household appliances like the Music System, Television, Lamps or FAN where a malfunction of the power system does not have a serious effect on the household or to individuals who use this type of devices. If one wished to turn off or on any of these appliances and the device malfunctioned or delayed to function, there would have been no serious consequence. Also, coming to the issue of security of such devices operating over Bluetooth Serial Port Profile, we readily conclude the following: a) These devices are low in cost and have little computational power. Hence they are supposed to be used by sectors or individuals who never need highly invincible security, since high end Cryptography algorithms will either fail on low computational resources or make the system too sluggish. b) The only intention behind a possible attack may be simply silly and innocent practical jokes or pranks by kids. c) Even if an attack is made and that succeeds, it would not have a serious consequence. For example, a Kid turning off the television using his mother's smart phone, while his Father is watching the News Updates on it, shall not have much of a serious consequence causing some significant damage.
For such systems, one should be satisfied with simple Cryptographic algorithm, if he cannot accept a nosecurity or open-to-access device. These devices, therefore, can be modelled to provide some basic security, as generalized in [Table. 1].
This type of devices, however, may be used in domestic households. Certain domestic appliances, like an Air Conditioner, which do not involve extra vulnerability other than kidding or pranks as described above; may sometime fall prey to a kid's pranking attack to turn it on in absence of his parents, leading to three major unwanted consequences: 
Symmetric Cryptography Approach in Small Computing Environnements
In a small computing environment using an MCU with limited program execution memory and slow clock frequency, the thesis strongly discourages use of Asymmetric cryptography, since it would have made a sluggish response time that the device would have been literally worthless in some operations requiring instant action. Though asymmetric cryptography is preferred over a symmetric approach, user of such small computing devices must compromise to use a symmetric approach given the low-end hardware of the device and the little cost they afford for the device. Sectors or individuals who need deeper levels of security must afford higher configuration systems. In our model aimed to serve small computational environments, it is assumed that the smart phone * and the Bluetooth device both have knowledge of the following: [ Table. 3] shows a list of UTF steam parser notations. However, an implementation of our engaged model is free to use any parser notations.
The device, on receiving the UTF stream, extracts the following fields a. Bluetooth MAC address of the smart phone b. IMSI of the mobile network being used in the smart phone c. The command requested the execution of by the smart phone d. the key, whose value is K 3 The device computes K 1 := F(Bluetooth_Addr, IMSI) and sends a challenge UTF-8 stream as ?PIN=
The smart phone responds to the challenge with the UTF-8 stream: PIN=<PIN> ; without the -<>‖. Let us say, the value of PIN is Q The device receives the challenge and carries out the following computations in order to authorize or inauthorize the smart phone's request to execute the command:
Execute the command as requested for by the smart phone Else Drop the request treating the smart phone to be unauthorized and disconnect from the BTSPP End IF The entire process is described in [Table. 2] and the timing diagram is shown in [Fig. 1] .
However, the thesis must encourage the use of Asymmetric cryptography for devices which are paramount to attackers for either Defense, Political or commercial rivalry or some other delicate issues and require deeper levels of security. Owners of such devices must, therefore, afford high end devices which have sufficient execution memory and clock frequency to carry out the bulk computations to achieve stronger the security and satisfactory responsiveness together. The section [2.3] below describes an Asymmetric Cryptography approach.
Asymmetric Approach in High-end Computing Environements
Computations related to the Asymmetric approach are clearly shown in [Table. 4]; and the timing diagram is shown in [Fig.2 ]. The advantages that the thesis proposes to provide with to this asymmetric approach is discussed in section [3] i. Another Bluetooth gadget, such as another smartphone, might try to make an attack in order to execute some commands at the device.
Intention for such an attack may result from some sort of organizational, political conflict. ii. An evil Bluetooth stack may spoof as the device to befool an authorized smartphone, resulting in denial of service (DoS), so that the original device does not respond to an emergency command coming from the smartphone. iii. An evil smartphone might keep the device busy so that the genuine smartphone does not get hold of it while in a sheer urgency to execute a command. This is also a Denial of Service attack. iv. An evil smartphone might intercept between an ongoing 3-way traffic in order to intrude in to the security system to make a successful attack at a later time.
Prevention of Denial of Service (DoS) Attack
Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15) serial port profile has already an intrinsic anti-spoofing security mechanism that suffices for normal to average attackers. To add to this inbuilt security mechanism, the proposed model offers to pass a communication parameter or a sequence of parameters delimited by a UTF-8 character, to the UTF stream, and then requires the smartphone to encrypt it with its private key. A sample of this UTF stream is already illustrated in Algorithm 2 in [Table. 4], where an encryption now is carried out as:
If the intercepting smartphone replays denial of service attacks by junk responses, the device will carry out the following: a) Decrypt the UTF stream with own private key b) Extract the pieces of encrypted information delimited by the predefined delimiter (‗&') as shown in [Table. 4] c) Decrypt the information with the public key of the smart phone d) If at least any one of the information thus decrypted does not match the desired value, it is not treated as a response and hence the true response stream can reach the device.
We observe an evil smartphone must fulfil all the constraints below to succeed in playing a DoS attack:
a) The attacker must have the private key of the device (it's quite absurd) b) It must know the UTF-8 stream formats together with the string delimiters. c) It should have the public key of the smart phone (this is highly probable).
The thesis proposed to append two fields to control string (UTF-8 stream): a) IMSI of the smartphone's connection and b) Bluetooth Address; both of which should be encrypted with the private key of the smart phone.
This ensures the authenticity and integrity of the communication.
So, the smartphone appends the piece of UTF-8 to the UTF stream that it sends in a phase of communication with the device: &IMSI=I&bt=B Where,
 B= E -Phone (Bluetooth Address of the smartphone)  After this is appended to the UTF stream, the entire UTF-8 undergoes another phase of encryption
The above steps take care of confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of the communication and DoS attacks cannot succeed since successive misleading inbound communication are blocked by blacklisting attacking devices. The standard IEEE 802.15 stack take care of this. [Fig.3 ] illustrates the process of preventing DoS attacks.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ILLUSTRATION OF THE MODEL
The thesis not only proposes the security model and analyses its pros-and-cons, but also provides a robust, impelling implementation developed for an Android Smartphones, which communicates to a Bluetooth device running a firmware, abiding by the proposed model. Following the development process the data traffic between the devices over Bluetooth link were logged with respective timestamps to analyse the performance of the architecture. The author encloses video, stills and the applications binaries to establish this model, stating how it fits to certain systems requiring an additional security as illustrated in section [2.1].
Implementation of the Security Model
The implementation has two parts:
i.
The development of the model on the RTOS ii.
The development of the model on an Android smartphone.
For implementation of the former, the author used Java with JSR-82 support. For the development of the second model, the author used native android development.
An 
V. SOME USEFUL REAL LIFE SOLUTION BENEFITING FROM THIS THESIS
We have plentiful of real life product s and solutions that could benefit from this. At the time of composing this thesis, the first author already implemented the security model he proposes through this thesis for various manufacturing companies he is consulted by in his own research lab and household, as well. A few of such successful solutions are mentioned and described below…
Router Re-Setter Mobile Computing Solution
For those who distribute a broadband Internet connection with a Wi-Fi router, a very common nuisance is having to turn off the Wi-Fi router and turn it on again after a few seconds each time their Internet seems to have become non-responsive. This process in technically known as -soft-resetting‖. Proposed remedy to this solution was not to dig into the root cause of this problem and rectify the issue; because there are some hundreds of manufactures of these routers and ADSL modems. Rather, the scope of the product was to help people soft-reset the router without having to physically move. For an aged person, who may be browsing the Internet from her bed room in the ground floor, it'd be very uneasy and painful to scale the stairs to the first floor or the terrace where the modem and router might have been placed. As a solution to this he implemented an application for smartphones to communicate to a low-cost MCU with a Bluetooth transceiver and an electrical relay to power off/on the WiFi router .Schematic of such a circuitry used by the author and screen shot of the android application that controls this unit are shown in [Fig. 4 ]. Now consider that her neighbour might have installed a similar solution from the same manufacturer. From the manufacturer's view, it will not be quite feasible to distribute different smartphone applications to control different routers. A kid may thus cause disruption of Internet service by turning old lady's router off using an application installed on his mother's smartphone. To prevent this with minimum infrastructure, the security approach described in Algorithm 1 [ Table. 2], has been adopted. This was a real life solution providing the user with basic, civilian security. This solution may, however, need a better security mechanism, if the user were no ordinary person but a socially, politically or professionally important person; whose activity might have conflict of interest with certain groups of people or rivals, who might have, therefore, wanted to interrupt his work.
Use of better security mechanism, described in [Table. 4], however, needs better computing resources, as discussed in earlier sections of this thesis.
Smart Micro Oven Solution
Aimed at aged, ailing and carrying women, smart micro oven solution is a smartphone assisted micro-oven controller , which enables, though a competent dashboard on the smartphone GUI, easy controlling of the micro oven, like controlling the temperature, cooking interval, gaining basic information about the food being cooked, etc. This solution needs basic security.
Smart Phone Assisted Car Locking System
The author implemented the system in his own car, through which it is possible to lock or unlock a car, and slide up a window, and apart from this, the solution offers to provide the user with information like  Fuel information and low-fuel indication  Temperature of the engine  Pollution level of the engine  Control the heater and air conditioner This system must be highly secured, and it accords to Algorithm 4
VI. ALGORITHMS AND PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE

Generalized Device Authentication Algorithm
Since, this Abstraction Algorithm aims to offer a generalized solution, it does not assume any device configuration with which the smart phone will communicate. There may be a variety of devices with different configurations; like a device with an MCU and a Bluetooth (IEEE 802. 15 Clearly, it is implied that the device being used in a system must be manufactured as per the degree of security and responsiveness needed. The thesis, therefore, aims to fit well with all these variety of devices and requirements. The thesis proposes different authentication mechanisms having different complexities, described in the tables; [ 
Algorithm-1: Device Authentication Model in a Small Computing Environment
The authentication mechanism is a 3-way augmentation of the Bluetooth stack.
Request-to-Connect by smartphone Bluetooth stack:
The smart phone requests execution of a command after connecting to the device over btspp 
Use of UTF-8 Stream Parsers
A. ‗#' at the beginning of the UTF stream denotes that the UTF corresponds to the request from the smart phone B. '?' at the beginning of the UTF stream denotes exchanging parameters delimited by ‗&' or querying a parameter by either side. C. Though using XML or JSON would have been much more efficient in parsing a UTF-8 stream, considering that the device may have considerably low Processing power and program execution memory, we discard the implementing idea of XML and JSON on the device. They can, however, work fine on smartphones, because smartphones have considerably bigger memory and faster and powerful processor, often a dual-core or multicore one, to parse XML and JSON. D. If the smartphone needs to fetch a lot of information from the device, such as a device transmitting a large set of information obtained from a sensor, over Bluetooth on a pull basis, we must go for XML or JSON; to keep the information structured. The smartphone processes them quickly and effectively whereas the device does not have to parse the XML or JSON; rather some basic string programming is fabricated to generate a simple, predefined XML or JSON. E. But, intruding XML/JSON unnecessarily will add overhead to either end. g. The UTF stream (U) is encrypted using the private key of the Phone in order to ensure authenticity of the connection: U 1 = E -Phone (U) which is sent to the device 2. The device receives the UTF stream and the following steps are carried out inside the firmware of the device to authenticate and authorize the execution of a command that the smart phone had requested for;
Algorithm-2: Asymmetric Security Model for Device Authentication in a High
a. The UTF stream (U) is decrypted using the public key of the Phone, which is available to the firmware of the device. e. The device does know that, K 2 = g(PIN) ⊕ PRN; where PRN is known to it; so it can authenticate the smart phone simply based on getting the right value of PIN, which it can ask the smart phone to send as response; because, the device also knows the definition of the function g(X) which produces a unique value for each value of X=x.
f. Generates a pseudo random number, Q , which is used as a challenge g. The challenge Q is encrypted using the public key of the smart phone;
h. g. The UTF stream (U) is encrypted using the private key of the Phone in order to ensure authenticity of the connection: U 1 = E -Phone (U) which is sent to the device 2. The device receives the UTF stream and the following steps are carried out inside the firmware of the device to authenticate and authorize the execution of a command that the smart phone had requested for;
a. The UTF stream (U) is decrypted using the public key of the Phone, which is available to the firmware of the device. e. The device does know that, K 2 = g(PIN) Ф PRN; where PRN is known to it; so it can authenticate the smart phone simply based on getting the right value of PIN, which it can ask the smart phone to send as response; because, the device also knows the definition of the function g(X) which produces a unique value for each value of X=x. f. Generates a pseudo random number, Q , which is used as a challenge g. The challenge Q is encrypted using the public key of the smart phone; 
